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ABSTRACT - 397 words

Background: The increasing demands on Emergency Departments has led to considerable rhetoric on the availability of general practitioner (GP) appointments of which one perceived solution is to offer more out of hours (OOH) care. In England, OOH healthcare provision is regarded as urgent care only and offered as a mixture of telephone triage, drop-in centres, emergency departments (ED), and triaged appointments. This evaluation describes the patients who used new OOH appointments offered through the UK Prime Minister’s Challenge Fund scheme which was intended to extend patient access to primary care. The aim of this paper is to report on the demographic profile of attendees and to offer some indication of the impact on ED.

Methods: The study used de-identifiable cohort data from 14 months of OOH appointments offered in 4 units in Sheffield and the responses to the standard NHS patient-opinion questionnaire modified for this programme. Descriptive analysis of the appointment data was conducted. Multivariate logistic regression analysis of the survey data examined the characteristics of the patients who would have gone to the Emergency Department (ED) had the OOH appointments not been available.

Results: There were 24,448 appointments for 19,701 different patients resulting in 29,629 service outcomes (i.e. clinical advice, prescription issued). Six percent of appointments were deemed urgent and two-thirds were non-urgent but needed follow-up. Less than 1% of appointments were judged inappropriate by the consulting GP. The non-attendance rate was 1.8%. Females accounted for 60%
of all attendances and 70% in the under 35 age group. The patients from the poorest 5th of the population used nearly 40% of the appointments. The patient survey found OOH appointments were extremely popular - 93% selecting 'extremely likely' or 'likely' to recommend the service. Regression analysis of patient opinion survey data on whether ED would have been an alternative to the OOH service found that males, young children, people of Asian heritage and the most deprived were more likely to have gone to ED without this service.

**Conclusions:** Similar to the published literature, the users of the OOH service were substantially different from in-hours service users; consisting of young adults and children as opposed to the elderly. The findings of this analysis also support the idea that there may be unmet need in the poorest fifth of the population. Future analysis of access to primary care services needs to incorporate patient perceptions and not just statistical data.